
Part 8 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

INVOCATION:  Radiant ‘I AM’ Presence, Help Us to Fulfil Our Perfect Destinies Within 

Our Christ-Encoded Blueprint as We Utilize Our Individualized Sparks of Creativity and 

Divinely Purposed Talents to Create Divine Balance in Our World and Fulfil the Plan for 

Planetary Ascension.  Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, We Diligently Surrender to Your Full 

Command this Day, Ever Mindful of the Transformative Power We Wield through 

Thought, Word and Deed.  We Ask You to Envelop Us in Your Three-Fold Flame that 

We May Radiate Peace, Purity, Love, Unconditional Acceptance, Harmony and Higher 

Consciousness to All.   

LADY PALLAS ATHENA:  Beloved Heart Flames, I come to you today with Joy in My Heart for 

you all!  The Consciousness of the Over Lighting Divine Plan is the Consciousness of the Christ.  

This Plan in its Form Nature, that is, in its Activity Aspect as Form, is of the Highest Order of 

Deva, Available to the Human Kingdom on this Planet.  This, then, is the Over Lighting Divine 

Plan as Held in Focus by the ‘I AM’ Presence, the Consciousness of Christ within the Mind of 

Christ, that Mind Being the Risen ‘I AM’ Consciousness within the Mind of Christ, the Form 

Nature, of the Divine Plan Itself through mankind.  This is about Feeling, that is not yet fully 

Understood in the physical life.  

Now here is an Ashramic Group Life, that is, a Group Consciousness within the Etheric Light 

Body, actually of a Master/s, that Etheric Light Body Being a part of the Etheric Light Body of 

the Planetary Logos.  This will come forth to all human beings in time through Us, as these 

Energies are passed down through the Dimensional Realms.  As We are the Sponsors for 

Humanity, We too are now Balanced, passing on such Consciousness to humanity for their 

Expansion of Awareness, Sharing and Offerings.  Yet there is something else I Am going to 

share with you all today that shall assist in the Movements Forwards to Self-Realize, if you 

have not already through your Own Divine Experiences fully grasped, that All ‘Words’ are 

coming to a point of closure.  What do I mean by this?  Well, it is easier to say and speak of, 

than it will be to do.  But it shall Embrace more than ever before in the future; the Balance of 

the Human Higher Heart. 

Beloved Ones, I would like to bring to your Remembrance some of the Endeavours in which a 

particular Group of the Celestial Hierarchy have Invested its Energies, which include the 

thought and the Fully Gathered Momentum of Love, Wisdom and Power of each of its 

constituents who have Earned the Right to Active Membership under the Banner of the Lord 

of the World through Investment of the Primal Essence of his and her life in the Cosmic 

Endeavour through Accumulated Thought, Feeling and Action.   



Every Intelligence Who Applies to the Universal First Cause for the Use of Life and Who Is 

Granted a Flow of that Stream of Life Energy begins to Create a Personal Heritage the moment 

the First Electron is placed within the keeping of the ‘free will’ of the individual.  In a very 

similar way that I detailed in My previous Discourse in sharing Our Lifestreams with those 

Dear Souls who incarnated upon Earth to be the Spearheads to bring those  

‘Wedges of Consciousness’ to Enlighten humanity Through Higher Truth.  All through the ages 

that ‘Divine Spiritual Heritage’, which becomes Divine Wisdom, Divine Understanding, Divine 

Faith, Divine Power and Strength, Beauty, and the other Divine Qualities and Virtues, Builds 

for the many and at the same time, builds the personal heritage of Karma which must be 

expiated, as they proceed on their journey through life until their debt is paid.  This expiation 

is possible of achievement quickly through a Knowledge of the Use of the Sacred Fire in Its 

Purifying Activity, as well as by Merit Gained through Divine Service to the Cause of Good.   

Dear Hearts, as this Series of Discourses are in direct Relationship with God Union, or Unity 

Consciousness encapsulating all Realms and Dimensions, and because these Discourses are 

related to the Building of a New One World Nation, multiple Radiation Centres, Communities, 

Towns and Cities all over the world, this is not going to be a task for any human group upon 

the Planet who does not have the Full Breadth of the processes of Manifestation and 

Precipitation, Well Balanced in Their Hearts and Minds.    

St. Germain explained in a recent Discourse, the difference between those who live their lives 

as ‘Sons and Daughters of God’, or ‘Children of the Sun’, and those who live their lives as ‘Sons 

and Daughters of Water’, or ‘Children of Earth and Water’.  It is True that the ‘‘True 

Constitution’’ of each Group is different and each Group is required equally form a 

functionality.  But these two distinctions are, in a way, profoundly in contrast when it comes 

to Service, in terms of the actual Building of the Christ Conscious Communities, Towns and 

Cities that will be required to be brought into Manifestation over the decades to come, 

beginning Now! 

The Visualizations, Ideas and Projections are very far apart, so I would like to speak of this 

here, to give you a Higher Perspective for Greater Divine Understanding, while Hoping that 

those ‘Children of The Sun’ and the Children of Water and Earth, will be Able to See, that they 

may dissolve beforehand, all the pending barriers and obstacles of such old mis-creational 

means.  Allow Me to explain further! 

While any group, continues to base their interactions upon the expiation of karma at any level 

they are negating the more Vital Aspects of Divine Service.  Divine Service is the Greatest 

expiation of karma, and is also the quickest way to Fully Become Engaged with one’s own ‘I 

AM’ Presence.  The Use of Invocations and Decrees as we have aforementioned are, at this 

time of your Evolutionary Plan, ‘crucial’!  Not only is it Essential, those Who you Call into Love 

in Action, from the Heavenly Host, are even more Significant Within the Greater Magnitude 



of the Work to come.  For unless you make the correct Calls to Those Who could Render the 

Greatest Service to you, through Their Divine Charters with God, you are simply going to be 

stepping over the Primary Building Blocks in the Processes of becoming ‘Creator Gods’ or ‘Sons 

and Daughters of God’.  Our Beloved Master Djwhal Khul explains this very well in His Book 

‘AA Bailey A Treatise on Cosmic Fire’.  Here is an excerpt I would encourage you to consider 

further in the Planning of your Group Ventures in the very near future.  You are not going to 

be building 3rd dimensional structures based upon 3rd dimensional principles.  To do this will 

not be the laws of man, but rather, the Laws of the Cosmos.  DK tells Us,  

“All these different types of karma are intermingled and bound up in a manner inconceivable 

and inextricable to man; even the Adepts cannot untangle the Mystery beyond that of the 

Groups Affiliated with them, while the Chohans of the Higher Degrees work with the karma of 

the larger groups, which are the aggregates of the lesser groups.  All the lesser grades of 

Devas, ‘The Army of the Voice’, on each plane, the lesser Builders and Elementals in their 

myriads, work unconsciously, being guided and directed by words and sound.  In this way 

vibrations are set up in the Essence of the Planes by the Conscious Builders. 

“There is not much to be added at this point anent the Deva Evolution; much that might be 

imparted is perforce withheld owing to the danger arising from superficial knowledge, 

unaccompanied by Wisdom and the Inner Vision.  There are three more points to add to the 

four already given, (that is, in the book before this excerpt), concerning primarily the 

Relationship of the Devas to men and women in the future, and their closer approximation to 

him through the Incoming type of Force.   

“This approximation, though inevitable, will not have for the human hierarchy results entirely 

beneficent, and before the True Method of contact is Fully Comprehended, and the consequent 

association wisely utilised, much suffering will eventuate and much bitter experience will be 

undergone.  When it is remembered that the Devas are, in their totality, the Mother Aspect, 

the Great Builders of Form, and the Nourishers of that which is as yet unable to Guard itself, 

any return of man to a closer dependence upon the Devas is as if a full-grown man returned 

to the care of his mother, offering up his self-reliance in exchange for material benefit.  The 

Devas are the Mother of the Form, but the self-conscious unit, MAN, should realize his or her 

independence of the form, and should follow the Path of Self-Expression.   

“This should be pondered on, for in days to come, when units here and there contact the Devas, 

and inevitably pay the penalty, it may be helpful if the reason is understood, and man realises  

his or her necessary separation from these Essences in the three worlds.  Approach between 

the two lines of evolution becomes possible on the Plane of Buddhi, but then it is an Approach 

of Two Essences, and not an approach of the Concrete to the Essence.  Man, while functioning 

in material, substantial forms in the three worlds, may not trespass across the separating line 

between the two Evolutions.  Only on the Planes of Solar Fire or on the Cosmic Etheric Levels 

may contact be permitted; on the Planes of the Cosmic dense physical plane (your mental, 

astral and physical planes) disaster only results from contact. 



“I have dwelt on this point, for the danger is Real, and near at hand.  The Deva Evolution will, 

through this ‘Seventh Ray Force’ have much to do with the Transmission of Prana to Units of 

the three Higher Kingdoms of Nature, and this Easier Transmission, from the Etheric Levels of 

the physical plane, will Parallel a Correspondingly Easier Transmission of Spiritual or Psychical 

Force from the Fourth Cosmic Ether, the Buddhic Plane.  The results of this Pranic Transmission 

will be more healthy physical bodies among the sons of men.  This need not be looked for at 

this time, and will only begin to be noticeable about three hundred years hence, when the 

incoming Seventh Ray Egos will be numerically strong enough to be recognised as the 

prevailing type for a certain period.  Their physical bodies, owing to their being built for 

Seventh Ray Force will respond more readily than the others, though First Ray Egos and Fifth 

Ray Egos will benefit enormously from this influence.  The Etheric Devas will Build during a 

peculiarly favourable period, and the physical bodies then constructed will be distinguished 

by: 

a.  Resilience, 

b.  Enormous physical magnetism, 

c.  Ability to reject false magnetism, 

d.  Capacity to Absorb Solar Rays, 

e.  Great Strength and Resistance, 

f.  A delicacy and refinement in appearance as yet unknown. 

 

“The Etheric Levels of the Plane will be full of an increased activity, and slowly but surely, as 

the decades slip away, man and woman will become Conscious of these Levels, and aware of 

their inhabitants.  The immediate effect of this Greater Etheric Energy will be that a 

numerically larger number of people that will possess Etheric Vision, and will be able normally 

and naturally to live consciously on Etheric Levels.  The majority of men and women only 

function consciously on the three lower levels of the physical, the gaseous, the liquid, and the 

dense, and the Etheric Levels are as Sealed to them as are the astral.  In the coming centuries, 

man's normal habitat will be the entire physical plane up to, though not including, the second 

sub-plane.  The Fourth and Third Etheric Levels will be as familiar to him or her as the usual 

physical landscape to which he or she is now accustomed. 

“The centre of attention of medical and scientific students will be focussed on the Etheric Body, 

and the dependence of the physical body upon the etheric body will be recognised.  This will 

change the attitude of the medical profession, and magnetic healing and vibratory stimulation 

will supersede the present methods of surgery and drug assimilation.  Man's vision being then 

normally Etheric, will have the effect of forcing him to recognise that which is now called the 

‘unseen world’, or the superphysical.  Men and women in their Etheric Bodies will be Noted, 

and Communicated with, and the Devas and Elementals of the Ethers will be studied and 

recognised.  When this is so, then the True Use of Ceremonial Ritual as a Protection and 

Safeguard to man and woman will assume it’s right place. 



“The Work of the Devas in connection with the animal and the vegetable kingdoms will be 

likewise recognised, and much that is now possible through ignorance will become impossible 

and obsolete.”   End of Excerpt. 

Dear Brothers and Sisters, three points I wish to add here before We continue so you are 

much clearer in the content above. 

1. The Elemental Grace Alliance and the Narayana Joy Pyramidal Light Temples and 

Communities is now being Aligned to all that is shared above.  And what shall be 

revealed through the Correct Use of the Building Blocks will, by example assist many 

other Groups and even National and International Governmental Departments on 

how to use the Cosmic Laws to Assist in the Uniting of Humanity together in a Blending 

and Merging of One Nation to another, beginning with internal states and bordered 

parcels of land, groups of people, large and small.  Once the Ashramic Groups of 

Synthesis within Divine Economy have begun to spring up within the Pyramidal Light 

Temples under the Auspices of the Two Groups, Two Purposes and Two Functions as 

Beloved DK has already set out for the EGA Divine Plan, much will become far more 

readily Understood through practice of these Cosmic Functions and Laws. 

2. The Gradation of the manufacturing process of the ‘I AM’ One World Nation and ‘True 

Constitution’ Flag will offer Real Proof of this Process and the outcomes that will Prove 

to humanity that the Builders of Form, when Aligned with in Accordance with Cosmic 

Law that Spirit in Matter will not be a fallacy, will not be an illusion but instead, a Truth 

that can be Relied Upon to assist humanity to Rise Up in the Name of God to look 

more closely to the potentials of human creation. 

3. The time frame that DK shares in this excerpt was based upon the consciousness of 

the time that these Truths were disclosed.  Yet I remind you of what Beloved Lord 

Melchizedek and Lord Metatron have shared about the Time Binding and Time 

Contractions, where the present human race is participating not within the Natural 

Time Zone of the Earth’s Evolution, but a holographic artificial Time Cell that has the 

ability to be reduced back to its Natural Time Zone.  This is another subject that will 

be expanded upon by Lord Metatron and Lord Melchizedek in due course. 

 

Hopefully one aspect of what I have shared above has been Impressed upon your conscious 

mind for further contemplation within each of you.  That is about the Mother Aspect or 

Principle, The Feminine Divine Presence in All Manifestation of Earth, Solar, Universal and 

Cosmic Creations. 

The second aspect is the Calling Forth of the Correct God Beings to help you within each stage 

of every Manifestation, both small and large Endeavours.   



We shall Speak together again tomorrow for I wish to elaborate further upon this subject 

about the Use of the Greater Builders of Form that you, Dear Souls, have at your Call to help 

you in All Your Creative Endeavours to Build your New ‘I AM’ One World Nation. 

I Am Lady Pallas Athena, Member of the Karmic Board of Directors at your Service. 

BENEDICTION:  We Offer Our Gratitude to the Great Equilibrium, that Loving, Vibrant 

Source Energy that We Know as Father - Mother Life, in Whose Image We are Created.  

We Infuse Our Breath with Its Divine Essence, Calling Forth the Joy of the Soul, the 

Love of All Life and the Peaceful, Beauteous, Balanced Harmonies of Nature.  As We 

Do This We Allow Ourselves to Join in Surrender to the Glorious, Intelligent Rhythms 

of the Cosmos that Fully Encompass Our Ever-Present, Planetary Ascension.  In 

Gratitude, We Attune Our Hearts to the Sound Currents that Emanate and Flow from 

the Great Sustained Silence, the Loving, Vast, Oceanic Force of All That Is.   

 


